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David Lyth

David Lythe is a Lecturer in Theoretical Physics at
Lancaster University. He was born in Whitby on the
North East coast of England. His musical development
included occasional stints as the local church organist,
sometimes second violin in a string orchestra, and playing
the fiddle in a country dance band.
In the early ‘70s he became involved in Irish traditional
music, firstly through the Preston branch of Comhaltas
and then in the increasingly lively music scene around
Lancaster, where he was, for some time, the Secretary of
the local branch. He says “At the 1972 Fleadh in Listowel,
I stumbled on a marathon seven-hour session with Paddy
Cronin which, it would be no exaggeration to say, changed
my whole life”
“I made these transcriptions, and others like them, to
help me understand how the magical sound of Irish
fiddle playing is actually produced, and I dedicate them to
traditional fiddle players everywhere”.

Introduction
Many people familiar with Irish traditional music will have heard of the name of
Michael Coleman. Those who are closer to it will have listened to his recordings,
or, as players, used his arrangements and tune sequences for their own pleasure.
There is no doubt that this man, born in Sligo at the end of the last century
has had a tremendous influence on Irish music and musicians since his first ’78
recordings emerged from New York.
His contemporaries James Morrison and Paddy Killoran have also influenced the
development of Irish traditional music. All three were Sligo fiddlers living in New
York and exhibiting the wealth and variety of Irish fiddling, even within the Sligo
tradition, through their many recordings.
Their music has a magic-like quality about it which leaves the listener yearning for
more. When a musician tries to capture this music, however, in order to play it, he
finds often to his surprise, that it is indeed ephemeral and almost impossible to
capture properly.
Fiddlers have tried with varying degrees of success to reproduce their music. Those
unfamiliar with the Sligo style find it in many cases impossible, whilst even those
who have this head start find that each time they return to a particular recording
there is more there than they had realised. This process of study could go on for
years or even over a lifetime.
Their arrangements contain many surprises, the fiddle techniques they employ
are intricate and extremely difficult to execute at speed, their phrasing, although
apparently simple, is both intricate and subtle, and their ornamentations demand a
very high degree of control in both fingering and bowing.

It has long been recognised that the bowing of these fiddlers employed is
extremely intricate and difficult to follow, and unravelling this mystery could
unlock the door to better and fuller understanding of their greatness. However,
this aspect has not been explored, primarily because of the difficulties involved
in identifying the bowing patterns they employed. It is for this reason that
publication of the present work is to be welcomed and applauded, for it provides
a great insight to their music and opens up for the first time their unique bowing
styles to everybody who can follow musical notation.
The method which David Lyth adopts to identify not only the notes but the exact
bowing is to slow down the recordings to the point where each bow change can
be detected by a trained ear. This gives the bowing sequence i.e. the points where
the bow changes direction and the notes played ion each bow pass. However, that
does not provide complete information since it does not reveal if, say, the first bow
is up or down. If the bow direction for any one note is fixed then all others are
determined.
To overcome this David has assumed that each fiddler executes treble bow in
certain ways and does this consistently in all recordings. It is a subject of some
controversy as to whether, say, Coleman uses up-trebles or down-trebles or both
types. I define a full treble as comprising in total five notes, the first two being
leading notes. In a down-treble these leading notes are normally played slurred on
a down bow with the remaining three notes bowed separately.

It is remarkable therefore, that despite the great interest in the music of Coleman
and his colleagues, very little has been done to provide guidance to those wishing
to study it, play it for their own enjoyment, or use it for a base for further
development. Many of their recordings are now available on a number of L.Ps.
issued in recent years by both private and commercial concerns.
Little research has been carried out on these recordings even to the extent of
transcribing the notes into musical notation. Even this is but a first stage in
understanding their music.
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Bowing Styles in Irish Fiddle Playing
The reader may, therefore, opt for the bow notation and method of trebling
provided, given that it suits his style. If not, he may wish to alter the bow direction
prior to the execution of treble bows to enable him to retain his own method of
execution. This decision he should make once he understands what is involved.
I must point out that while the notes played in executing the treble bow are
identical whether they commence with an up or down bow, the sound produced
is different due to the wrist movement involved and to the fact that the weight
of the bow acts on different notes in the five note sequence in each case. Thus the
final decision is one of personal taste and must be left to the individual player.
The music provided in this publication gives for the first time a complete
description of tunes to the extent that this can be done in musical notation. I
would, however, recommend to the reader that if possible he also listens to the
actual recordings to get a more complete picture of each fiddler’s skill of execution,
and the dynamics involved. He should not forego the opportunity of savouring the
tremendous life and spirit these players inject into their music also.
To the serious student I would say that the prime objective of studying this music
should not be to simply reproduce it but rather to understand it and then use it as
a possible base for personal development. To broaden his horizon he should also
listen to recordings of other fiddlers with similar styles such as Hugh Gillespie,
Andy McGann, John Joe Gardiner, etc., and flute players such as Tom Morrison,
John McKenna or present day flute players like Seamus Tansey, Roger Sherlock,
Matt Molloy, etc.
Finally, I would like to congratulate David Lyth for this great work which involved
a substantial personal commitment on his part, and to encourage him to continue
with further transcriptions. I would strongly recommend to all who are interested
in Irish traditional fiddling to study this work and I hope it provides a deeper
understanding and enjoyment of the music of Coleman, Morrison and Killoran.
Charlie Lennon.
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This is a collection of Irish reels and hornpipes, transcribed from recordings of
Michael Coleman, Paddy Killoran and James Morrison which were originally
made in New York in the 1920s and ‘30s. All three fiddle players born in or near
Ballymote, Co. Sligo, around the turn of the century who emigrated to New York
around 1920 (Coleman several years earlier than the others).
The main purpose of the collection is to elucidate the beautiful and intricate
bowing style employed by these great musicians and to this end complete bowing
directions have been given. As far as I know this is the first publication in which
a traditional Irish musician’s bowing has been accurately set down. The absence
of bowing directions from earlier collections is probably due to the difficulty
of finding out exactly what bowing is being used. Even if the performer were
available in person it would be very difficult to write down the bowing from a
live performance owing to its speed and complexity. Nor would an attempt by the
performer to explain or write down his own style necessarily be successful because
the performance may be distorted in the process of being slowed down and
analysed.
I have found however, that it is fairly easy to hear the changes of bow direction
from a sound recording, provided that it is slowed down to around a quarter speed.
When an accurate transcription of the notes has been made one can, therefore, put
the usual slur marks over each group of notes played in the same bow. Finally one
can tell whether a tune starts with an up or down bow by experimenting; it is a
very uncomfortable experience to play an entire tune with reversed bowing!
Sometimes there are a few places in the recording where one cannot be sure if
there is a bow change or not, but the matter can usually be settled by looking at
other parts of the tune, or other tunes by the same performer; if he has used a
certain bowing for similar phrases on other occasions one can assume he does
the same again. The only performer whose records give serious trouble is James
Morrison, whose complex style is difficult to unravel completely from the very few
clear recordings available. In contrast with the cases of Coleman and Killoran, it is
probable that some of his tunes have not been transcribed with absolute accuracy
although I am confident that the general pattern of the bowing is right.
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The Musical Notation
Because transcriptions such as these have not previously appeared it is necessary
to give some indication of their purpose. There are several objections that can be
given to the publication of exact transcriptions of traditional music.
In the first place exponents of traditional music rightly attach great importance
to the individuality of each musician. A person’s style is his own, reflecting his
personal history, his technical ability and most of all the things he is trying to
express in his music. It follows that he will not imitate precisely someone else’s
performance. In the second place if Coleman had recorded a tune again a couple
of months later (let alone half a century later) he would have played it differently.
He even varied tunes substantially in the space of a single performance and so to a
lesser extent did the other two musicians. In the third place most of the recordings
transcribed here are available on re-issues so that those who are familiar with the
idiom can hear what the musicians are doing without the aid of written music.
Despite these considerations I believe that transcriptions of fiddle music with
bowing directions can be useful nowadays. Despite the advent of the record player
and tape recorder it is still true that up to the present the only way to acquire a
satisfactory bowing style has been by close personal contact with someone who
already has one. Written bowing directions, if they are available, will simply
provide a second option which in many cases will be the only one open.
In order to use written music it is not necessary to be an expert sight reader
because even playing through a passage very slowly is enough to show one what
bowing pattern is being used. After acquiring a feel for the various bowing
patterns it will probably become clear which of them is going to suit one’s own
inclinations.
As the music is to be regarded simply as a kind of replacement for having the
performer present, it goes without saying that one is not supposed to ‘learn’ it as
a classical player learns a sonata. This would make no more sense than if a person
tried to learn to play like all the performers he came across. At most it may
perhaps be useful as a beginner to learn a few pieces by a performer whose style
one is particularly drawn to.
In order to make the collection easier to use, I have given an analysis of the main
features of the bowing style of Coleman and his two contemporaries. Each feature
is illustrated with musical examples.

Before a description of the bowing patterns is given, it will be useful to make some
remarks concerning the musical notation.
First there are some matters relating to pitch. The pitch of the note C (on the A
string) is extremely variable in performance. It can lie anywhere from below C
natural to above C sharp depending on the context in which it is performed. I
have written a C sharp unless the note is definitely nearer to C natural than to C
sharp. Other notes are also variable to some extent, in particular leading notes are
often sharpened slightly.
The ‘key signatures’ (i.e. the sharps given at the beginning of each line, to be played
throughout unless otherwise stated) are chosen purely for convenience. They
cannot necessarily be taken as an indication of the key of the tune owing to the
model character of many of the tunes.
Open strings (and sometimes other notes) are occasionally played with the main
note but with one exception these extra notes have not usually been indicated.
The exception is when an open A or E string is played along with the same note
stopped with the fourth finger on the next lowest string; in this case I have used
the standard violin notation . The reason for including this exception is that
it is often part of a rocking movement between strings which is important for
bowing. Often the fourth finger is stopped considerably flat but this has not been
indicated.
Next I come to the time values of the notes (and the spaces between them). This
is very important from a musical point of view. There are all sorts of conventions
about timing which set Irish music apart from, say Classical music, and which in
turn distinguish the style of Coleman and his two contemporaries from that of
Kerry or Donegal. No attempt is made to record them in this collection but the
following points should be made.
Generally the first of each pair of quavers is played almost exactly twice as long
as the first, in both hornpipes and reels (the effect sounds more pronounced in
hornpipes but this is largely an aural illusion.) However, the regular rhythm is
constantly being reversed, in a variety of patterns. Typical ones are the opening of
the Londonderry hornpipe which could be written in compound time as

It is hoped to produce further collections later covering the bowing styles of other
fiddle players and also dealing with other types of tunes such as the jig and polka.
and the end of the reel Tarbolton which could be written as
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Often a pair of quavers or a single crotchet is replaced by three notes (a triplet).
The timing of these three notes is again variable. In hornpipes they often have
about equal values in reels this is sometimes the case but sometimes instead
the second note is played very quickly after the first. In all cases I have used the
. I have found it less cumbersome than the notation
and even
notation
on the fairly rare occasions when the notes are really played with equal length it is
not entirely illogical owing to the fact that the first quaver (which the pair of semi
quavers replaces) would have had twice the length of the second.
to indicate that the second note is played
Occasionally I used the notation
very briefly and lightly. It has usually been inserted by the musician for bowing
convenience and may be scarcely audible.
The third aspect of the musical notation which needs explanation is the
ornamentation. The execution of ornaments is even more variable in timing
and pitch than that of the main notes. Again no attempt is made to record this
variation but the following remarks will be useful.
The first quaver of a pair is commonly decorated in one of three ways (the second
of a pair is hardly ever decorated).
If the previous quaver has the same pitch a ‘grace note’ is often inserted just before
the main note as in the example

If the previous note has a different pitch the main note is usually started before
the grace note is played. This is indicated as in the following example.

The grace notes are played in the same bow as the main note.
Finally the first quaver of a pair may be decorated by replacing it with two
separately bowed notes of the same pitch which together with the second quaver
of the pair will form a triplet. This is illustrated in the following decoration of a G.

A crotchet is commonly decorated in one of four ways. When the crotchet is
preceded by a quaver of the same pitch, grace notes can be used as in the following
example.

VII

The grace notes vary in timing, sometimes being as long as the main notes. In the
example the crotchet is off the beat (i.e. second or fourth in the bar) as in generally
the case for this type of decoration.
When the crotchet is preceded by a quaver of a different pitch the main note
is usually started before the grace notes are played. This is indicated as in the
following example

In this case the crotchet is usually on the beat (first or third in the bar).
Both these ornaments are called ‘rolls’. Open strings can be decorated in a similar
way as in the following examples (the first is the most common)

All the notes of these ornaments are played in a single bow. Finally the crotchet
may be replaced by a triplet of separately bowed notes. This ‘trebling’ will be
described in detail later.
A dotted crotchet is commonly decorated as in the following example:

Again the timing of the grace notes varies a great deal. This ornament too is called
a roll and all the notes are played in the same bow.
It is not usually possible to hear the exact pitch of grace notes even when
recordings are played at slow speed. Many fiddle players decorate first finger notes
with their third finger and vice versa and in cases of doubt I have assumed that
this is being done.

Bowing patterns in hornpipes
Now I come to my main purpose, which is to describe the bowing style employed
by the musicians. It is convenient to look at hornpipes first because the style there
is simpler.
Usually only one or two quavers are played with the same bow. The slurred quavers
often lie across the beat and are often played with an up-bow so that the more
strongly accented down-bows can be played emphatically without running out of
bow. These features are illustrated by the following examples:
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Tommy Hill’s Favourite: Bars 1-4

Coleman and Morrison had somewhat different trebling styles (not much can be
said about Killoran because only two of his hornpipes have been transcribed).
Coleman commonly used two trebling patterns in hornpipes. In the first, the first
note of the treble is played with a down-bow, and the quavers before and after the
treble are generally played with separate bows as well so as to produce a staccato
effect. The middle note of the treble is usually a tone higher than the other two.
An example is:

The Londonderry Hornpipe: Bars 1-4

The Stack of Barley: Bars 1-2
Sometimes more than two quavers are linked in the same bow, particularly on E
string passages to get a good singing tone. An example is:
Un-named Hornpipe: Bars 1-4

Coleman’s other type of treble started on the up-bow with the previous quaver
played in the same up-bow. An example is:

A distinctive feature of the bowing style is the use of bow weight. Important notes,
for example off-beat accents or notes which end a phrase, are played with a downbow which is so placed in the bowing pattern that the weight of the bow produces
a natural, unforced accent. This is particularly effective in combination with string
crossing.
In the following examples the important notes are marked with the sign

.

The Western: Bars 1-4

Murphy’s Hornpipe: Bars 33-36

It is not possible to give a complete account of Morrison’s trebling style because
it seems to have been less standardised than Coleman’s and not many clear
recordings of Morrison are available. However, his commonest trebling pattern
was the same as the first of Coleman’s described above with the bowing reversed.
Examples are:
The Plains of Boyle: Bars 1-2

The Stage: Bars 1-3

Dunphy’s Hornpipe: Bars 1-2
So far we have studied the bowing of sequences of crotchets and quavers.
In hornpipes these are frequently broken up by the triplets mentioned earlier.
Three notes are played instead of a crotchet (or two quavers). Often these notes are
played with separate bows, when we speak of ‘trebling’ with the bow.
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This reversal of bowing suits the particular way in which Morrison’s trebles occur,
as one confirms by playing the above and similar examples.

X

A particular feature of hornpipes is the descending sequence of triplets.
Sometimes all the triplets in the sequence are bowed separately as in the following
example:
Harvest Home: Bars 3-4

Bowing patterns in reels
Reels are generally played somewhat faster than hornpipes and have longer
smoother phrases. They are distinguished by complicated rhythmical patterns
which are marked by rolls and trebles.

A favourite device of Coleman’s was the descending sequence of triplets, often
played in a single bow. A beautiful examples is:
Crowley’s Reel No. 2: Bars 1-4

The examples given so far are not typical because for the most part they lack
ornamentation and hence the distinctive rhythmical pattern of reels. When the
ornamentation consists of rolls it has little influence on the bowing. Typical
examples are the following:
Jenny’s Chickens: Bars 9-12

Sequences of quavers in reels are bowed as if they occurred in hornpipes, except
that several notes rather than just two are often played with the same bow.
Examples are:
The Kerryman’s Daughter: Bars 1-4

The Jolly Tinker: Bars 9-11

The weight of the bow is used effectively, often with repeated string crossings.
In the following two examples the heavy down-bows are marked with the sign

The Green Groves of Erin: Bars 9-12

Roaring Mary: Bars 1-4

Rakish Paddy: Bars 17-20

The Sailor’s Bonnett: Bars 7-8
The New Tobacco: Bars 13-14
The Perth Hunt: Bars 1-4
In this last example Morrison uses separate bows for the rolled note and the
previous quaver. Morrison also habitually speeded up the bow on rolled notes.
Both these devices make the roll more incisive.
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Finally we shall look at the use of trebles in reels. It is a remarkable fact that
although they were of the same generation and from the same district of Co. Sligo,
Coleman, Killoran and Morrison had completely different trebling styles in
reels.
Killoran’s style was the simplest. He used only two types of treble in reels.

The other way in which Killoran trebles is in the replacement of an on-beat quaver
by two separately bowed notes of the same pitch. Again the first note of the treble
is an up-bow, coming after two or more quavers played with a down-bow. Killoran
used this device constantly in all his reels. It gives an even smoother effect than his
other treble, often to the point of being scarcely noticeable. Sometimes he would
even leave out the treble on repeating the passage as in the following examples:

The first replaces an off-beat crotched (i.e. the second or fourth of the bar) with
three notes of the same pitch, and the previous quaver is also of the same pitch.
The first note of the treble is an up-bow. Usually it is lightly slipped into an
otherwise smoothly bowed passage, on the bow-change from down to up. And
example is

The Sligo Maid: Bars 9-10, version 1

The Maid of Castlebar: Bars 1-2

The Sligo Maid: Bars 9-10, version 2

Occasionally the treble is inserted into a more complex bowing pattern but the
effect is still smooth. Examples are
The Maid of Mount Kisco: Bars 1-2

In contrast with Killoran, Coleman preferred to play the first note of is treble with
a down-bow. He used two patterns frequently and others occasionally.
His first pattern was similar to the first pattern which has just been described for
Killoran except that the bowing is reversed.
The Sailor’s Bonnet: Bars 13-14

The Sligo Maid: Bars 31-32

Bonny Kate: Bars 17-18
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His second commonly used trebling pattern was the same as one of his trebling
patterns for hornpipes. A crotchet (which is on the beat, i.e. the first or third of
the bar) is replaced by three notes of which the middle one is a tone higher than
the others. The following quavers are generally bowed separately and the treble has
quite a noticeable staccato effect on the flow of the reel. Typical examples are:

The up-bow treble which Coleman employed frequently in hornpipes was
occasionally used in reels. An example is:
Tarbolton: Bars 1-2

Lucy Campbell: Bars 5-6
The only other pattern employed by Coleman to a significant extent is the
separately bowed sequence B C D as in the example:
The Woman of the House: Bars 7-8

The Kerry Reel: Bars 9-12

Aside from these two patterns Coleman used a variety of trebles in conjunction
with string crossings. Examples are:

Morrison’s use of trebles was different from that of both his contemporaries
and probably the most complex, but as in the case of hornpipes it is not possible
to give a complete account because not enough clear recordings are available.
Morrison’s trebles sound even more staccato than those of Coleman because they
are practically always surrounded by other separately bowed notes. Also he makes
far less use of the off-beat treble than Coleman or Killoran. Typical examples of
his trebling are as follows:

The Morning Dew: Bars 9-10

Wellington’s Reel: Bars 1-4

The Moving Bog: Bars 13-16

McLeod’s Reel: Bars 9-12

The Wheels of the World: Bars 17-20

Trim the Velvet: Bars 1-2

Rakish Paddy: Bars 25-28

Ballinasloe Fair: Bars 9-12
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The Transcriptions

Long Playing Records Available

The transcriptions now follow. It should be noted that not everything played on
the record has necessarily been given, i.e. a transcription does not necessarily start
with the first version of the tune or end with the last. The versions omitted are
ones which add nothing to an account of the bowing, or are unclear.

Many of the original recordings of Coleman and his contemporaries have
been issued as L.Ps. A list is given below of those available. Many are issued by
Shanachie Records (New York) who have a large number of Irish fiddle records on
their catalogue.

A Note on the Titles of Tunes
In all cased the titles we have used are those given on the records when published.
In certain instances, particularly in the case of the Morrison selections, the tunes
are widely known by other names e.g. ‘New Tobacco’ is ‘The Mountain Lark’; ‘The
Holly Bush’ is ‘The Mountain Top’; ‘The Haymaker’ is ‘The Maid Behind the Bar’;
‘The Irish Girl’ is ‘The Wild Irishman’; ‘Wellington’s’ is ‘Sheehan’s’.
In such cases we have included the better known title in brackets after the
published title. It is interesting also to note that Coleman’s ‘Kerryman’s daughter’
and Morrison’s ‘Fisherman’s Lilt’ are the same tune, and on the other hand, that
neither of Coleman’s two ‘Wellington’s Reels’ is the same tune as Morrison’s.
Morrison’s ‘Wellington’s Reel’ is, as already pointed out, better known as ‘Sheehan’s
Reel’. Coleman’s ‘Wellington’s No. 1’ is a version of ‘The Galway Rambler’
otherwise ‘Paddy Finlay’s Fancy’ and his ‘Wellington’s No. 2’ is better known as
‘The Copper Plate’.
Tommy Hill’s Hornpipe is generally known as ‘Byrne’s’. There is a Hornpipe
named ‘Tommy Hill’s’ in Breathnach’s ‘Ceol Rince na hÉireann’ Vol.1, but it
is a different tune. To further complicate matters there is a version of Byrne’s
Hornpipe in the same collection.

Coleman
A.

Irish Jigs and Reels-Ace of Hearts AH 56

B.

Irish Dance Party-Ace of Hearts AH 95
(Only one side of this record consists of Coleman’s playing)

C.

The Heyday of Michael Coleman-Intrepid Records

D.

The Musical Glory of Old Sligo-IRC Records

E.

The Legacy of Michael Coleman-Shanachie 33002

F.

The Classic Recordings of Michael Coleman-Shanachie 33006

Coleman and Morrison
G.

The Wheels of the World-Shanachie 33001
(Coleman has two tracks on this record and Morrison one)

Morrison
H.

The Pure Genius of James Morrison-Shanachie 33004

Killoran
I.
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Paddy Killoran Back in Town-Shanachie 33003
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The Hunter’s Purse ( I )						
The Hunter’s Purse (2nd version)					
The Jolly Tinker ( I )							
The Jolly Tinker (2nd version)						
McGovern’s Favourite ( I )						
Molloy’s Favourite ( I )						
The Maid of Castlebar ( I )						
Roaring Mary ( I )							

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
70.
71.

Hornpipes Played by James Morrison
The Flowers of Ballymote (H)					
Lawson’s (H)								
Dunphy’s (H)								
The Provincial Hornpipe (H)						
The Plains of Boyle (H)						

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Reels Played by James Morrison
The Fisherman’s Lilt (H) (Molly What Ails You?)			
Colonel Frazer (H) 							
The New Tobacco (H) (The Mountain Lark)				
The Holly Bush (H) (The Mountain Top)				
Captain Kelly (H) 							
The Moving Bog (First version)					
The Moving Bog (Continued)					
McFadden’s Favourite (H)						
The Blackberry Blossom (H)						
Wellington’s Reel (H) (Sheehan’s)					
Bonny Kate (H) 							
The Haymaker (H) (The Maid Behind the Bar)			
The Wheels of the World (G) 					
Rakish Paddy (G)							
The Irish Girl (H) (The Wild Irishman)				

77.
78.
79.
80.
80.
81.
82.
83.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

N.B.
The letter after
each tune title
indicates which
L.P. bears the
re-issue of
the original
recording.
The key to
the letters and
corresponding
L.P. title is given
on page.

XX

The Stage (First version)

1

The Stage (Second version)

2

The Stack of Barley

3

Bantry Bay

4

O’Neill’s Hornpipe (First version)

5

O’Neill’s Hornpipe (Second version)

6

The Stack of Wheat

7

The Western

8

The Liverpool (First version)

9

The Liverpool (Second version)

10

Tommy Hill’s Favourite Byrne’s

11

Un-named Hornpipe following Tommy Hill’s

12

Murphy’s Hornpipe

13

Murphy’s Hornpipe (Continued)

14

The Blackbird Set Dance (First version)

15

The Blackbird Set Dance (Second version)

16

McLeod’s Reel Miss McLeod’s (First version)

17

McLeod’s Reel (Second version)

18

Lord McDonald’s Reel

19

Trim the Velvet

20

Wellington’s Reel No. 1 The Galway Rambler (First version)

Wellington’s No. 2 The Copper Plate

Wellington’s Reel No. 1 The Galway Rambler (Second version)

21

22

The Woman of the House

23

The Longford Collector

24

The Kerryman’s Daughter Molly, What ails you? (First version)

The Bird in the Tree

The Kerryman’s Daughter (Second Version)

25

26

The Liffey Banks (First version)

The Shaskeen

The Liffey Banks (Second version)

27

28

The Queen of May (First version)

Tarbolton

The Queen of May (Second version)

29

30

The Morning Dew (First version)

The Morning Dew (Third version)

The Morning Dew (Second version)

31

32

The Kerry Reel The Green Fields of Rosbeigh (First version)

The Kerry Reel (Third version)

The Kerry Reel (Second version)

33

34

The Reel of Mullinavat (First version)

Lucy Campbell

The Reel of Mullinavat (Second version)

35

36

Lord Gordon

37

Lord Gordon (Continued)

38

Crowley’s Reel No. 1 (First version)

Crowley’s Reel No. 2

Crowley’s Reel No. 1 (Second version)

39

40

The Boys of the Lough (First version)

41

The Boys of the Lough (Second version)

42

The Devils of Dublin (First version)

43

The Devils of Dublin (Second version)

44

Farrel Gara (Fergal O Gara)

Un-named Reel

(Variations for bars 9-16)

45

46

The Wild Irishman (First version)

The Sailor’s Bonnet

The Wild Irishman (Second version)

47

48

The Blackthorn Stick

The Perthshire Hunt (First version)

O’Rourke’s Reel

The Perthshire Hunt (Second version)

49

50

Jenny’s Chickens (First version)

Ballinasloe Fair

Jenny’s Chickens (Second version)

51

52

The Green Groves of Erin (First version)

The Swallow’s Tail

The Green Groves of Erin (Second version)

53

54

The Londonderry Hornpipe The Derry Hornpipe

55

The Londonderry Hornpipe (Continued)

56

The Harvest Home (First version)

57

The Harvest Home (Second version)

58

Tom Ward’s Downfall

Tansey’s Favourite (First version)

Tansey’s Favourite (Second version)

59

60

The Heathery Breeze

The Pretty Girls of Mayo (First version)

The Pretty Girls of Mayo (Second version)

61

62

The Sligo Maid’s Lament

63

The Maid of Mount Kisco

64

The Hunter’s Purse (First version)

65

The Hunter’s Purse (Second version)

66

The Jolly Tinker (First version)

67

The Jolly Tinker (Second version)

68

McGovern’s Favourite

The Maid of Castlebar

Molloy’s Favourite

69

70

Roaring Mary

71

The Flowers of Ballymote

72

Lawson’s Hornpipe

73

Dunphy’s Hornpipe

74

The Provincial Hornpipe

75

The Plains of Boyle

76

The Fisherman’s Lilt Molly, What ails you?

77

Colonel Frazer

78

The New Tobacco The Mountain Lark (First version)

The Holly Bush The Mountain Top

The New Tobacco (Second version)

Captain Kelly

79

80

The Moving Bog (First version)

The Moving Bog (a different recording, First version)

The Moving Bog (Second version)

The Moving Bog (a different recording, Second version)

81

82

McFadden’s Favourite

Wellington’s Reel Sheehan’s Reel

The Blackberry Blossom

83

84

Bonny Kate (First version)

The Haymaker The Maid Behind the Bar

Bonny Kate (Second version)

85

86

The Wheels of the World

87

Rakish Paddy

88

The Irish Girl The Wild Irishman

89

90

